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fi•lSo/• ratio, where fi is the spatial variation. Rohling and Bigg
[1998] pointed out the possibility of an important change of this spatial relationship in the past and thus of the inadequacy of this method. Schmidt [ 1999] estimated that half of the uncertainty in reconstructing past salinity arose from the difference between spatial and temporal slopes. Using an ocean general circulation model, he also showed [Schmidt, 1998] 
Atmospheric Forcings of the Northern Indian Ocean
The atmospheric budget on both oceanic sides of India is quite contrasted. Over the Arabian Sea the annual net divergence flux These geographical characteristics strongly contribute to differentiate the surface waters in both basins (Figure 1) , with low salinities in the Bay of Bengal (typically lower than 34) and high salinities in the Arabian Sea (typically higher than 36). A meridional gradient also exists throughout the year, opposite in both basins: the southern part is less saline than the northern one in the Arabian Sea and, conversely, in the Bay of Bengal [Levitus et al., 1994] . These reversed meridional gradients are maintained by the opposite forcing over each basin (the evaporation surplus over the Arabian Sea and the dilution by runoff and precipitation excess over the Bay of Bengal) and the oceanic exchanges between the basins.
The seasonal variability of salinity is also different in the basins. In the Arabian Sea the strongest variation of about 2 takes place in the southern part (9øN) and along the Indian coast (strongly diluted by the summer precipitation), but it is less than 0.5 north of 15øN. In the Bay of Bengal a variation of 10 happens in the northern part (18øN), reduced to 1 at 12øN. These contrasts between the basins also hold for the •ilSo and its relationship with salinity. Although these isotopic contents are different from the observed ones, they are consistent with the water fluxes simulated by the GISS GCM. Thus we can expect the net water and isotopic fluxes (equations (l) and (2)) to be closer than each individual value to the real ones. These net fluxes that represent the atmospheric forcing are applied to two different oceanic models. (Figure 3a) . However, the compositions of boxes with runoff do show a marked dilution, even stronger than in the observations, and a lower slope close to the observed one ( Figure   3b and Table 2 ). The box model thus allows characterization of specifically the effect of the runoff since there is no exchange be-Q is the vertical advection/diffusion flux derived by dudlet-tween the boxes. Table 2) boxes, the dilution effect of the runoff is restricted to some coastal boxes. In order to extend this dilution effect to the whole basin we now apply the same atmospheric fluxes to a GCM, which provides a more realistic oceanic circulation.
The 6•s0 Measurements and Relation to Salinity

, precipitation, continental runoff, and evaporation). (a)-(b) Craig and Gordon's [ 1965] box model does not include any horizontal advection, which is treated by the (c)-(d) oceanic GCM OPA. Modeling allows isolation of the effect of the runoff by including it (Figures 3b and 3d) or not (Figures 3a and 3c). Linear regressions (
General Circulation Model
We account for the oceanic circulation by implementing the ]SO/•60 ratio in an oceanic GCM. Briefly, we prescribe the GISS variations are forced by the E-P budget of the GISS fluxes. This tracer is thus comparable to salinity from its hydrological origin, but it has no feedback on the oceanic circulation. The important point here is that it is consistent with the •aO tracer because ( (Figures 3a and 3b) In contrast, in a coastal area where the runoff R may be important compared to P.E the intercept I is closer to •Sr. This extreme case has been realistically simulated in the Bay of Bengal (Figures 3b-3d 
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